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The International Snowboard / Freestyle / Freeski Competition Rules (ICR)
212.3

The Organiser respectively its' National Ski Association may request the FIS
insurance broker to arrange cover for the competition (at the cost of the Organiser)
if the organiser does not have the necessary insurance cover in place.

2029.10

does not comply with Competition Equipment rules Section E (11.2) and Section F
(6) will be subject to sanction by the Jury in accordance with rule 2030.4 and
224.11.2

4014

Interruption of Competition
If there is an interruption of a competition, the competition should be resumed when
conditions warrant. The results completed before the interruption will remain valid
if it is possible to complete the competition on the same day. Otherwise, the results
prior to the interruption will be cancelled except if the Qualifications or some phases
or rounds of the Finals have been fully completed. In that case, only the
uncompleted Finals phases or rounds will be postponed but must be completed on
the same competition site. If the Finals cannot be fully completed, the results of the
Qualifications or different phases of the Final will be valid. (Note: Specific Process,
Interruption of Competition – Dual Moguls with Seeded Groups - 4313)

4313

Interruption of Competition - Dual Moguls with Seeded Groups
If there is an interruption of a competition and the competition cannot be resumed
when conditions warrant, the results completed before the interruption will remain
valid if all rounds have been completed, except for the Small Final (Dual for 3rd
and 4th) and/or the Final (Dual for 1st and 2nd). Otherwise, the results prior to the
interruption will be cancelled. If the Small Final and/or Final are not completed in a
competition with Continental or World Cup points, the competitors in the Small
Final will be tied for 3rd Place and receive the average of the points for Third and
Fourth; the competitors in the Final will be tied for 1st Place and receive the
average of the points for First and Second. If the competition has prize money
available, distribution will follow WC Rule 1.2.10.1.

6609.4

Disqualification Pending during Qualification Phase
In the case the Jury does not have enough evidence about a disqualification the
competitor shall receive a DQP (disqualification pending) mark. The final decision
shall be taken latest at the end of the qualification phase.
In the case pending disqualifications impact competitors advancing to the elimination
run, the Jury shall grant a provisional start in the elimination run to the competitors
involved. The total number of qualified competitors will be increased accordingly.
The competitors will start first in the elimination and run alone.
In case the Jury cannot review protests against Disqualification before the start of the
elimination run, the protests can be resolved no later than the end of the Qualification
phase.
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In case the unresolved Disqualification impacts the competitors advancing to the
elimination run, the Jury shall grant a provisional start (as described in 2025) in the
elimination run to the competitors involved. The competitors in question will start the
elimination alone and before all other competitors, in ascending order of bib number.

SBFSFK Continental Cup Rule Book
2.3

Titles
The following CoC Titles (SAC/AC/ANC/NAC/EC) will be awarded on each
Continent.
Parallel (PSL+PGS)
HP (SKI) HP (SB) SX
SBX
BA/SS (SKI) BA/SS (SB)
MO/DM
MO
DM
Moguls Overall
AE

EC 3

Aerials / Moguls / Dual Moguls Section

EC 3.2

Quotas
The current quotas for Continental Cups (Europe) are as follows: European
Countries:
Moguls
Dual Moguls
Aerials

15 women and 15 men Host Nation Quota + 8/8 extra
15 women and 15 men Host Nation Quota + 8/8 extra
15 women and 15 men Host Nation Quota + 8/8 extra

Non European Countries: - 8 men and 8 woman per nation

EC 3.4.2

Event Nations Cup
Event Nations Cups will be awarded in Aerials, and Moguls and Dual Moguls,
calculated by adding the points of the top 2 male and top 2 female competitors of
each nation in each Event (Aerials, Moguls, Dual Moguls) from each competition
of the season

EC 3.4.3

Overall Freestyle Nations Cup
The Europa Cup points from the two best results per Freestyle competition (Aerials,
Moguls, Dual Moguls) per gender per nation will be added.
All Freestyle Team Event competitions will count for the Nations Cup. (only points
for the highest ranked Team from a Nation will count)
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NAC 4.1

NorAm Event Champion
The NAC titles will be calculated as follows:
Moguls / Dual Moguls and Aerials:
- Aerials - All valid NAC points results are taken into consideration and will be added
together to determine the NAC Event Champion.
- Moguls and Dual Moguls overall - A maximum of 3 best Mogul NAC points results
and 3 best Dual Mogul NAC points results are taken into consideration and will be
added together to determine the overall Mogul and Dual Mogul NAC Event
Champion.
- Moguls - A maximum of 3 best Mogul NAC points results are taken into
consideration and will be added together to determine the Mogul NAC Event
Champion.
- Dual Moguls - A maximum of 3 best Dual Mogul NAC points results are taken into
consideration and will be added together to determine the Dual Mogul NAC Event
Champion.
Ski Cross, Snowboard Cross, Snowboard Parallel Slalom/Parallel Giant Slalom:
- A maximum of 6 best NAC points results are taken into consideration and will be
added together to determine the NAC Event Champion.
Ski Halfpipe and Snowboard Halfpipe:
- A maximum of 3 best NAC points results per event are taken into consideration
and will be added together to determine the NAC Event Champion.

FIS Points Rule Book
1.2

Evaluation Period
Central Europe, North America and Asia.
The general evaluation period for Central Europe, North America and Asia starts 1st
October and ends 30th April. Exception: FIS World Cup and Aerials water ramp
competitions.
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5.2.1

Park & Pipe Scales
Points for the competitor ranked 1st (EF) will be awarded according to the following
scales.

Scale Entry Points Level 2-5Entry Points Level 2-5Entry Ranks Level
women
men
women
1000 958
741
65
800
766
593
97
600
576
444
12
500
476
370
19
450
428
333
400
381
296
360
341
267
320
306
237
290
276
215
260
251
193
240
231
178
220
211
163
200
191
148
180
171
133
160
156
119
150
146
111
140
136
104
130
126
96
120
116
89
110
106
81
100
96
74
90
86
67
80
76
59
70
66
52
60
56
44
50
0 or 46 if less than 5
0 or 37 if less than 8
competitors
competitors
40
36 if less than 5
30 if less than 8
competitors
competitors
30
26 if less than 5
22 if less than 8
competitors
competitors
20
16 if less than 5
15 if less than 8
competitors
competitors
10
0
0
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1Entry Ranks Level 1
men
96.4
13.59.5
1814.4
25

Equipment Rule Book
Section E
11.

Competition Data and Event Presentation

11.1

For the purpose of improved television presentation and the technical development of
the events, devices for the collection of digital images (e.g. wireless cameras) may be
worn by the competitor using systems approved by Snowboard Freestyle Freeski
Committee and the Competition Equipment Committee.

11.2

At major Freestyle, Freeski and Ski Cross events (WC, WSC, OWG) transponders (or
similar devices) may be used for the purpose of capturing certain aspects of
performance. The data collected will be used for information and TV graphics to
increase fan interest and engagement. At events where these are available all
competitors must use and wear the transponders according to directions provided by
the Jury in consultation with the data service team present on site. The data collected
will be made available to the competitors following each competition and not before
the results have been made official. The data will not be available to the Jury or
Judges for the purpose of decisions related to the competition and will not be used for
scoring purposes.

Section F
6.

Competition Data and Event Presentation
At major Snowboard events (WC, WSC, OWG) transponders (or similar devices) may
be used for the purpose of capturing certain aspects of performance. The data
collected will be used for information and TV graphics to increase fan interest and
engagement. At events where these are available all competitors must use and wear
the transponders according to directions
provided by the Jury in consultation with the data service team present on site. The
data collected will be made available to the competitors following each competition
and not before the results have been made official. The data will not be available to
the Jury or Judges for the purpose of decisions related to the competition and will not
be used for scoring purposes.

G3

The qualification bibs and the final bibscoloured jerseys and the qualification bibs
shall have the same size. The final coloured jerseys shall have a wider neckline
(red).
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